In spring 2008, the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) markedly increased their conduct of independent operations throughout Iraq. Between April and May, the ISF mounted offensives in Basra, Sadr City, and Mosul. The ISF’s ability to execute these three simultaneous operations was a sign of immense improvements in force density, planning capacity, and mobility. This progress, while far from complete, indicated that Multi-National Security Transition Command-Iraq’s (MNSTC-I) three-year effort to build Iraqi military forces was beginning to bear fruit. Indeed, MNSTC-I’s programs enabled the force generation, equipment acquisition, and capacity building that the Iraqi Security Forces required for Operation Charge of Knights in Basra, Operation Peace in Sadr City, and Operation Lion’s Roar/Mother of Two Springs in Mosul.

MNSTC-I formed in 2005 to work with the Iraqi Ministries of Defense and Interior. The command’s overall responsibility was to grow and sustain Iraq’s military forces. Within this framework, its mission fell into four categories: force generation, increasing ISF independence, improving Iraqi institutional capacity, and enhancing ISF professionalism. During the past three years the command emphasized force generation as its main priority and has focused its efforts on building an Iraqi counterinsurgency force capable of combating Sunni and Shi’a militia groups as well as Al-Qaeda in Iraq.

During the course of 2007, MNSTC-I helped the Interior and Defense ministries to recruit, train, equip, and assign more than 124,000 new Iraqi Security Force members. In May 2008, the two-year growth rate for the Iraqi Army (IA) alone was approximately 220 percent. This rapid expansion in the Iraqi Army was, perhaps, the most important enabler of the recent spring 2008 operations in Basra, Sadr City, and Mosul. Due to insufficient troop levels, these offensives would not have been possible six months earlier. The Iraqi Army’s substantial expansion, however, allowed the Ministry of Defense not only to maneuver forces, but also to clear and hold decisive terrain. MNSTC-I’s 2007 shift to force generation through Unit Set Fielding was a key driver of this fast-paced growth.
Before the Unit Set Fielding program began, Iraqi soldiers received training and then joined their assigned Iraqi unit individually. Experiences in the field indicated that this method was not the best way to create cohesive and effective formations. MNSTC-I, therefore, changed the training and assignment process so that entire Iraqi Army brigades formed and trained as an entire unit. The transition command implemented this process by assembling Iraqi soldiers, officers, and non-commissioned officers who finished their basic training courses into units of approximately 2, 438 members.

The Iraqi troops then formed the same squads, platoons, companies, and battalions that they would maneuver with in battle. Once assigned to formations, the Iraqis conducted drivers training, weapons qualification, and crew drills. This training allowed the IA soldiers and leaders to create working relationships, building a more cohesive team. After completing Unit Set Fielding, the new IA brigades received orders from the Ministry of Defense and deployed to locations as security conditions dictated. This force generation process helped the Iraqi Army grow to thirteen divisions and provide the units required to fight in Basra and Sadr City.

During both Operation Charge of Knights and Operation Peace, newly fielded brigades participated in efforts to clear Shi’ite insurgents from their strongholds. In Basra, the 14th Iraqi Army Division drew upon “three brand new brigades” to help clear the city of criminals and extremists. The 11th Iraqi Army Division, a unit composed only of a headquarters in October 2007, grew by four brigades by 2008, fought in Sadr City and provided services to the neighborhood’s residents.

While building an independent counterinsurgency was MNSTC-I’s main focus, the command also established the Iraqi Air Force. Due to the combined efforts of MNSTC-I, the Ministry of Defense, and the Government of Iraq, the Iraqi Air Force obtained a fleet of 56 aircraft, including C-130 cargo planes and Mi-17 reconnaissance helicopters. The command also recruited the pilots and crews needed to conduct re-supply, intelligence gathering, and medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) missions. Based on these improvements, the Iraqi Air Force increased its number of missions from 30 to 225 missions per week. Iraqi airmen greatly contributed to enhanced mobility, sustainment, and security during the ISF’s three concurrent operations. This surge in capability was particularly important during Operation Charge of Knights because it enabled Iraqi pilots to conduct transport, re-supply, and reconnaissance missions in and around Basra. The Iraqi Air Force used these same enablers to support Operation Lion’s Roar/Mother of Two Springs in Mosul. These improvements in the ISF’s capability to conduct independent maneuvers and sustainment missions would not, however, have happened without rigorous efforts to procure vital vehicles, equipment, and weapons systems.
MNSTC-I’s ongoing Foreign Military Sales (FMS) program significantly enabled operations in Basra, Sadr City and Mosul by providing the materiel that Iraqi Security Forces needed to train, maneuver, and fight. The FMS program began many years ago and has been implemented in approximately 120 countries throughout the world. The U.S. State Department is in charge of Foreign Military Sales and its Security Assistance Offices (SAOs) share administrative responsibilities with the Department of Defense. When countries, like Iraq, approve their defense budget and decide to purchase military equipment, they must submit a Letter of Request (LOR) to their Security Assistance Office. The LOR then proceeds to the Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) in Washington D.C. DSCA tasks the U.S. Army, Navy, or Air Force to procure the desired equipment. Once ready, the equipment travels from the United States to the country that requested it. Because the U.S. government conducts all FMS transactions on behalf of the requesting government, it is less prone to corruption and allows greater accountability than other methods of acquisition.

The GoI began using FMS in 2006 and, since then, the program has supplied the ISF with M16s, Humvees, Armored Personnel Carriers, boats, and aircraft. Indeed, FMS was an essential supplement to the force generation efforts, allowing MNSTC-I and the Iraqi government to build garrisons for the brigades generated during Unit Set Fielding. Moreover, the large number of vehicles as well as the C-130s provided by this procurement process allowed the ISF to deploy forces and fight insurgents throughout Iraq.

According to Lieutenant General James Dubik, the MNSTC-I commander, the Iraqi Army obtained 700 up-armored humvees between 2007 and 2008 bringing the total number to 3,200. This increase in vehicles was one reason that the Iraqi Army had the capacity to move two brigade-sized forces to Basra without coalition assistance. Iraqi Security Forces have also made independent drives into Sadr City during Operation Peace and in Mosul during Operation Lion’s Roar/Mother of Two Springs. Although the FMS process can take over a year depending on the complexity of a given request, it helped MNSTC-I and the GoI make enormous advancements in ISF capacity. Due to its transparency and well-established procedures, this procurement process also helped MNSTC-I increase ministerial capacity within the Ministries of Defense and Interior.

Using FMS helped the Iraqi Ministries of Defense and Interior execute their budget in a more efficient and professional manner. Indeed, in 2008, the GoI began spending more on Iraqi defenses than its coalition partners. Its ministries also displayed a larger amount of confidence and competence during the process. This independence emerged during the planning and execution of operations in Basra, Sadr City, and Mosul. Iraqis planned and executed each of these efforts with little to no coalition assistance. Although Operations Charge of Knights, Peace, and Lion’s Roar/Mother of Two Springs, were not without difficulties, they netted a considerable number of positive gains for the Iraqi people, the Iraqi government, and the ISF.
In Basra, for example, Iraqis benefited from humanitarian assistance, clean up, and reconstruction provided by the ISF. Basra’s ports, also “registered a dramatic increase in trade, revenues, and productivity.” Because the city provides Iraq’s greatest inlet for imports and exports and houses “90 percent of the nation’s oil,” the ISF’s successes there offered a critical boost to the country’s economy. Sadr City residents also began receiving humanitarian aid from their local government and medical assistance from the 11th Iraqi Army Division. These new strides in security and assistance contributed to increased Iraqi confidence in their security forces. These improvements in public opinion, while slight, are extremely significant, especially in places like Sadr City where years of militia rule fostered anti-GoI sentiments. Although the ISF still have many advances to make, especially with regard to logistics and other combat enablers, MNSTC-I’s efforts fielded forces that are now capable of planning and maneuvering with far less direct coalition support.

Despite seemingly gradual improvements, MNSTC-I made monumental progress during the past three years. The command recruited, trained, equipped, and fielded more than 500,000 Iraqi service members. It also built bases such as Besmaya Range that enabled Iraqi forces to train more than 1,700 soldiers at a time. Furthermore, MNSTC-I initiated programs that will build the ISF’s combat enabling capacity in the future. These ongoing initiatives range from the Iraqi Bomb Disposal School that teaches Iraqis how to conduct explosive ordnance disposal missions to logistics specialty and maintenance courses. As they continue, these efforts will help the ISF become less reliant on coalition enablers during future operations.

Fostering accountability within the ISF is a final and continuous MNSTC-I function. In support of this responsibility, the command will continue to build professional forces by implementing hardware and software like the human resources management system (HRIMS) to accurately track Iraqi equipment and personnel information. In addition, training like the Carabinieri course intended to professionalize the national police will continue to improve the Iraqi Security Force ranks. These programs have already produced substantial improvements. As evidenced by concurrent operations in Basra, Sadr City, and Mosul, MNSTC-I’s efforts to grow and sustain the ISF displayed tangible results in 2008. With continued focus, resources, and cooperation with the Iraqi government, the Iraqi Security Forces will become increasingly capable.

In order for the ISF to sustain these positive trends, MNSTC-I and the GoI must overcome lingering challenges that, according to some timelines, may hamper the ISF until 2018 and beyond. Creating viable logistics systems and fostering professionalism are particularly important tasks and, while MNSTC-I has already implemented programs that focus on these capabilities, much work remains to be done. Enabling the ISF to sustain their operations will, in fact be MNSTC-I’s main focus for the next year. In fact, the organization is working with the
Iraqi Army to stand up the remaining four divisional logistics bases needed to support the IA’s thirteen divisions.⁴⁶

These bases will have transportation capabilities, storage and depot facilities, maintenance facilities, and medical facilities.⁴⁷ These “location commands” will substantially improve the IA’s effectiveness and independence. The Ministry of Defense will, however, still have to recruit and train Iraqi soldiers to perform each of these logistics functions. That process will be incremental because it takes time and experience to create confident and competent mechanics, medics, and logisticians.⁴⁸ Building a corps of experienced and capable ISF leaders will also take time.

MNSTC-I must continue to work with the Iraqi Ministries of the Defense and Interior to recruit, educate and promote non-sectarian and professional Iraqi commanders. It may take years of training and combat experience to produce the senior officers and non-commissioned officers that the Iraqi forces need to thrive. Sectarianism in the Iraqi military may, in fact, endure for the next two generations.⁴⁹ Nonetheless, the ongoing efforts of MNSTC-I and the GoI will remain vital as the Iraqi Security Forces build upon their current successes and become increasingly independent.
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